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TIPPING HIS HAND: PLUTARCH'S PREFERENCES
IN THE QUAESTIONES NATURALES

G.W.M. Ha,nnrsoN

The several groups of quaestiones written by Plutarch embrace not
just those essays whose Greek titles are o,iriur and (r1rr1puto,, but also
his essays given a symposiac setting. Apart from their value to students
of philosophy and natural history, they offer endless delight to the liter-
ary critic since they are so well written and so deeply infused with the
warmth of Plutarch's personality. As much artistry and energy thus
seems to have been expended on the quaestiones as on Plutarch's other
essays and Vitae, and the primacy of Plato's Timaeus, Plutarch's talis-
man and beacon, is as apparent in the quaestiones as in his other works.

l. Literary Conventions of Aitiar

The Quaestiones naturalesr (Lamprias 218, Planudes 50)2 offer a

coherent and manageable collection for an investigation of Plutarch's
style of composition and literary techniques within all of the qltaes-
tiorrcs: thirty-one quaestiones are preserved in two manuscripts dating
back to the tenth and eleventh centuries, from which the 1295 manu-
script of Maximus Planudes was copied. To these thirty-one quaestiones
must be added eight known from a 1542Latin version by Gybertus Lon-
golius and a further two from the De omnifaria doctrina of Michael
Psellus, a scholar of the eleventh century. The text has been wrested
back fiom wholesale Renaissance emendation by the superlative minis-
trations of Hubert3 and thus presents few difficulties. Scholiasts through-
out the centuries have identified with precision the sources for most of

i I should wish to acknowledge with delight and the deepest -uratitude all of the cour-
tesies extended by Luc Van der Stockt and his colleagues. Their genial hospitality set a

sracious tone and was most greatly appreciated.
I Unfortunately the tDuoucri dntoprl (Lamprias 183) and the Mel,er6v <puoxdtv

roi novqyupu<riv (Lamprias 200a), which would surely have contained much compara-
tive information, are no longer extant.

3 Plutarchi 'Moralia', volume V,3: AITIA OYTIKA. Edited by C. HusEnr, Leipzig.
I 960.
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the views presented by Plutarch and have also listed similar passages in
other ancient authors, both Greek and Latin.

The template for the organisation of the material within an individual
inquiry within the Quaestiones naturales is fairly obvious:

a question begun with Arct ti, is followed
by several altematives, ot cousae,

thc first of which is normally ll<ite pov 6tr,

and the others are most often "H <6rr> or <to0to>

usually followed by "H p&}")"ov <6tr> if there is a
third altemative, beyond which there is no definable pattern.

There are, of course, variations but this is clearly the pattern for the

Quaestiones naturoles which, within reason, applies as well ln
decreasing order of consistency to lhe Quaestiones Roruanae, to the

Qtraestiortes Graecae, to the Quaestiones Platonic'ae, to the Qtraes-
tionum convivetlium libri IX, and perhaps with some generous imagi-
nation even to sections of the Septem sapientiunt conviyium.a The
source is not hard to find, as Plutarch's organisation is that of Aris-
totle's ilpoB)"nputo, with considerable elaboration on Plutarch's
part.

la. Formal Structm'e

Since this template seems to have been Plutarch's primary unit of
organisation, it would be useful to know whether any of the altematives
consistently aligns with the position of any specific group. Here the

Quaestiones naturales provides a most fertile hunting ground, even if
the evidence is incomplete and not as decisive as one might wish:
twelve questions, for example, are without n6re povs, ten of which have
preserved only one c'qusa.6 Within these limits one might nonetheless
observe that the n6tepov caus'a seems to have been reserved for current

a Othcr essays which might have had this structure are Aitior BopBaprrai (Lamprias
139), Aitior r6v zrept<pe pop6r,rov Xrotrr6rr (Lamprias 149), Airior roi r6not (Lam-
prias 160), Aitior d2,"),uy6v (Lamprias 161), Airior "Tuvorr<6v (Lamprias 167), and
Ilepi npoB),4pnto (Lamprias 193). The fragments of the Airicrr r6v 'Aporou
Atooqprerdrv (Lamprias 119) are not sufficient to allow any conclusions.

5 Numbers 8, 9, 11, 14, 15, i8, 20,21,22,24,29, and 3O. Causo 1 of 32L [=Lon-
goliusl begins wilh utrunt (=n6tepov); all of the others begin with an or 4rrod. Psellus
(quaestiones 40 and 41) offers a paraphrase and so cannot be used to inquire after details
of composition.

6 Nunrbers 8, 9, I 1, 14, 15, 18, 22, 24, 29, and 30. Quaestio 23 has n6repov but no
olher causa.
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received opinion on the subject. 'Og oi ffvror, no)")"oi and nl"eiororT
when they occur in the Quaestiones naturales, are typically found in the
n6tepov cqusct, and would seem to be an equivalent expression for
)"qitoq,8 "the people" or here "popular opinion". The collectives some,
many, and most, when they occur in other causae generally are accom-
panied by a genitive of specification of philosophical school or other
group.e

Of the thirty-one qtraestiones preserved in the Planudean tradition,
only ninelo do not have recognisable references to passages within sur-
viving works of Aristotle and Theophrastus. Where more than one cqusa
is given, the view of either Aristotle or Theophrastus is almost without
exceptionll the second one given, unless their positions had already been
enunciated in the n6te poy cousa. There is little that can be said to char-
acterise the third and subsequent causae, when they occur, except that
they are as likely to contain other Peripatetic views, but never those of
Stoics.

lb. Indications of Intermittent Composition

From this one might begin to glimpse Plutarch's working method for
the Quaestiones natu'ales, and to do so one retulxs profitably to what
Van der Stockt has written about the Quaestiones Rontanae (as Giesen

7 Numbers 3 and 20; similarly "Evrot 66 <puorv (20, causu2). This pattem is more
prevalent inlhe Quaestiones Romarrue a:nd Quaestiones Graecae than in the Quaestioncs
ndttu'ulest cf. Quaest. Ronr. numbers 6, 12,21,25,26,28,31,41,42.43, 45, 51, 54. 56,
61,68,69,81,90,97,98, 101. 103, and I ll.

8 Although ).r1i'rog does not occur in extant Greek literature, ),r1irov
(=Bou),eurrlprov) is attested in Herodotus and Plutarch. Acrog for men gathered in
assembly has a Homeric pedigree and parallels in Plutarch, and rvas the formulaic begin-
ning of proclamations. Bowersock's identification of Ofellius Laetus. a Platonic philoso-
pher from Ephesus, remains problematic on the basis of (1) lingerin,u questions concem-
ing chronology, (2) Plutarch's lack of citation of near contemporaries. (3) his preference
for the continuous impcrfcct (d)"eire in both quaestiones 2 and 6) over the iterative imper-
t-ect, and (4) the citation of peripatetic views within the samc sentence in which i,irirog
occurs; cf. G.W. Bowrnsocx. Plutarch and the Sublime Hynut oJ OJellius Luetus, GRBS
23 (1982) p.215-279. An easier hypothesis would theorise that Plutarch wrote ),r1itog or
)"46q, which was chan,qed to the name of a knorvn Platonic philosopher by the time of U,
thc earliest preserved manuscript, whose copyist realised that rb< in Plutarch is normally
followed by personai names but did not recognise 7"r1irog/,nog as a collective equir.alent
to no)"),oi.

'r This is unexampled in the Quoestiones naturoles, but is a persistent feature of the
Quucstiones Ronrunoe and Qnoe,stiones Graecae .: cf.. e.g., Quaest. Ront. 12, 51 , 61, 67 ,
69, and 106.

I0 Numbers 3, 10, 11, 14, 17, 18,20,25. and 28; even so. at leasr 3 and l0 havc a
causa which is consistent with Peripatetic views.

rr The exceptions are 12, 13, 19, 21, and 31.
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had similarly for the Quaestiones Graecae).\z In two of the three different
paradigms he proposed, Van der Stockt considered that Plutarch found
the subject of a question in an author and then formulated that question.

That author for the Quaestiones naturales is almost without exception

either Aristotle or Theophrastus, whose thought, however, is normally
cited in the second causa and not the first as one might have expected.

This reversal would seem to imply intermittent composition for at

least the Quaestiones naturales, in which, like someone who solves

cross word or jig saw puzzles over a number of days, Plutarch picked up
and put down and came back to a series of questions that had begun to
excite his curiosity on the basis of a re-reading of other philosophers. On
a sheet of papyrus or vellum, he formulated the question, left space for
communis opinio, and then paraphrased the passage which had begun his

train of thought. The sheer volume of his preserved works and those
known by title or from fragments makes it certain that Plutarch was

researching and writing several works simultaneously. While engaged

on other projects, as he had further thoughts, Plutarch made additions to
each of the quaestiones just as trains may add on cars at various stops

but always in a determined sequence. In instances where Plutarch dis-
dained even to entertain current popular opinion, Aristotle or Theophras-

tus was moved up from causa 2 to the n6tspov causa. The only quaes-

rio which does not conform to this reconstruction is number 16 in which
Theophrastus is cited in the third causq.

This format also has the virtue of explaining a series of inconsisten-

cies in preservation and cross-reference. Roughly two-thirds of the

cqusae begin with n6tepov, a very strong indication of Plutarch's
intent, yet the more than one-third which do not are too many to be

explained by the vagaries of survival, or loss. One must consider the

possibility that the twelve quaestiones whose first causo does not start

with n6tepov were intended to do so. Quaestiones 20 and 29, for exam-
ple, start respectively with oirio 5i and o0 ydp. Such non-formulaic
expressions mark third or subsequent causae such as also numbers 2

('Ap'oiv), 3 (Xr6ner 5d pn), 5 (Oiitog 6i tourcov), 19 ('Ap'o$v),
and 28 (O06evog 6'fittov).

The ten other quaestiones al7 begin with the Greek letter H. The only
coherent pattern in them is that Duebner without exception has given
them an acute accent, thereby, conjecturing that they are indeed the dis-
junctive conjunction, while Hubert assigns them all the circumflex of the

12 L. VeN osn Srocrr, Plutarch's Use of Literature: Sources and citations in the
'Quaestiones Romanae', Ancient Society 18 (1987), p. 281-292.
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interrogative adverb for single alternative questions. Quaestio 21

advances four causae and so the H with accent acute must be meantl3.

All of the others are ones in which only a single causa is given. Quaes-
tio 24, however, opens with "H 6ru rrlv eip4p6vrlv uitio.v; The perfect
participle of eipco (dico) must refer to an argument which has just been

made and so presumes a n6tepovl4. Conversely, Quaestio 23 preserves

the n6tepov, but has lost the alternative cousa or causae. Economy of
hypothesis and comparison would suggest that all of the othersrs, all of
which cite Aristotle or Theophrastus, were written down in anticipation
of a n6repov causa.

A third possible indication of intermittent composition is the length of
the questions. One of the great joys of Plutarch is his incisiveness and

concision, and this is apparent in twenty-eight questions which are put in
between seven and twenty-seven words. Three are so much longerl6 that
one is inclined to believe that Plutarch was still working on a final for-
mulation of the question even as he was collecting material for the

causoe and putting final touches to some of the other quaestionest1.

Perhaps more revealing than length or formulation of the question, is
the addition of a further causo after one in which Plutarch has clearly
signaled his own opinion. Michael Psellus was so bothered by the third
causa to Quoestio 12 that he re-wrote it. The problem may not be so

much the content or syntax as its mere presence. It would seem quite
natural that an investigator would set up the rival theories first before
concluding with his own. Conversely but in confirmation, Quaestio 5

carries several clear indications of Plutarch's views in causae 3 and 4,

one apparently an extrapolation from the other. A further reference to a
different part of Plato's corpus in causa 5 would seem to be the later
addition of a supplemental proof.

13 The present subjunctive does not occur in the opening of any causae in all of the

Quaestione,s naturales, and so fi = present subjunctive is not possible; all ol tbe causae
ure given in the present indicative.

ta Cf . Quaest. Rom. 55, which also does not have rorepov; cf . Quaest. Rorir. 84 where
6ru rdq eipqpr6vug ri).o7iog refers to a possible explanation which has just been dis-
missed.

ls Numbers 8, 9, 11, 14, 15, 18, 22. and30.
t6 Quaestio words number of words

5

2t

quaestto

75
42

CALISAC

3

causoe

206

26 74
4 158

2 162
t1 For Quaestio 5, at least, on why 'salty' is the only one of eight tastes not to come

from a fiuit or seed, one might be willing to see the hand of a glossator who felt com-
pelled to fumish the other tastes.
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Due to the labours of pelring and Stadter and many others, there is
coming to be an increasing consensus on the sequence of composition
for most if not all of the Lives. The time may have arrived for a series of
collaborators to begin to work out the comparative chronorogy of the
Moralia and then tie this to the Lives. sandbachr8 has made a start in
establishing the sequence of composition for several essays, uzz:

De sollertia animaliun >_>__>

Quaestiones naturales, l9 >_>__>
De amicortrm multittdine

It would also seem on stylistic and formal grounds that at least parts
of the Quaestiones naturales must have been written before the euaes-
tiones Romanae and Quaestiones Groecae. Among other indications are
the use of the present almost to the exclusion of other tenses in the first
eighteen questions, while the rest of the euaestiones noturales shows a
mix of present, aorist, and perfect. a practice closer to the euaestiones
Romanae and Quaestiones Graecae. The incorporation of literary quota-
tions is nowhere as extensive in the euaesriones naturares as in the
Quaestiones Romanae and. euaestiones Graecae, which is perhaps a
sign of later composition but could equally reflect further revision. It
should be noted, however, that literary quotation and similes are far
more common in Quaestiones njneteen through thirty_one than in one
through eighteen. The amount of material shared in common with the
Quaestiones convivales, Plutarch's longest extant work, woulcl want to
argue that their composition is more or less simultaneous with all of the
Quac sti onas n atu ra I es.

One might thus elaborate Sandbach,s sumise, as follows:
Dc sollertia unimalium >_>->

Quaestiortes naturales 1-18 >_>_->
Quaestiones naturales I 9-3 l

I Quae stione s c ont, it,a I e s ] 2_>_s
De anticorunt nrultitudine
Quaestiottes Ronwnae
Quoestiones Graecae

As for the Lives, Boulognele cites and discusses the two statements
made by Plutarch which demonstrate that the Lfe of Rontulus and. the
Ltle of cuntillus were both written subsequently to the enaesriones

18 Plutarch'.s 'Mrralia', t'olume I l. Edited by F.FI. Saxosecrt (LCL), cambridge,
Mass., 1970, p. 136-137.

.^.]] J !glr"cNr., Plutorclue: (J, aristo(.rotc Srec sous I'ot:crpcttion r.maitrc, Ltlle,
1994. p.75-77.
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Romanae. As similar statements from Plutarch are collected and intemal
evidence gathered and analysed, it becomes clear (1) that the Quaes-
tiones in general will be found to belong to the second half of Plutarch's
career, (2) lhat the evidence will become compelling that the Quaes-
tiones natru'ales had a long and intermittent composition, and (3) that,
therefore, much of the Moralia could not have been published notebooks
of material gathered for the Vitae.

lc. Indications of Plutarch's Concurrence

Sandbach20, citing Rose on F. Leo, has stated that the phrase orc6ner 6d
pq marks Plutarch's own suggestion and has added that the causa which
has a semi-synonymous pair is the one which contains Plutarch's own
material. Beyond that, Sandbach was otherwise skeptical that Plutarch ever
gave an indication of his preference. Nonetheless, it would seem apparent
that the first causa, since Plutarch generally dismissed popular opinion,
and the second ceusa, since it most often embodied Peripatetic views,
should normally not contain his own views. There is also the possibility
that Plutarch did indeed find additional ways to signal his concurrence.

(a) k6ruer 6i pr1 [Rose following F. Leo]

Quaestiones 3, 12, 19

'Why do herdsmen put down salt?'is asked in Quaestio 3. The first
causa has no)"),oi and the final one starts k6ner 5i prl containing
material repeated in the Quaestionum convivalium ll. lX.ln quaestio 12

orc6nar 6i pr1 occurs in the third of fo:ur causae, accompanied by three
semi-synonymous pairs. Quaestio 19 is the longest of the quaestiones
and has long been a favourite. The subject is why the octopus changes its
colour and begins with the explanation ofTheophrastus. A second causa,
also short, seems to reflect popular opinion ()"6youorv)21 supported by
quotes from Pindar and Theognis. Then Plutarch launched upon his own
views, taking more than two-thirds of the entire length of the quaestio22.

(b) "H 6ei p(
Quoestio 25

Similar to or6ner 6d pn, for example, is i1 6ei pr1 which occurs once
in Quaestio 25 which considers the ill-effects dew has on hunting. The

20 F.H. SeNonn ca, op. cit., p. 735.
2r Cf. also Drd tdg l"eyopfvng nitioq of popular opinion; Quaest. Rom.95.
:2 Comparable to this is "Opo 6i, p1, such as in Quoest. Rom.24,74,78, and 101.
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Tr6rspov cqusa predictably has rpuo'iv and the second caasc starts with
i1 6ei pn and includes a semi-synonymous pair. Sandbach expressed

reservations about the sense of the question and the soundness of the

text. More troubling is nveiv, repeated three times within one sentence.

Such a flagrant solecism fiom Plutarch is extremely rare and might be

taken to indicate that the text rather than being unsound was still in a

preliminary phase23.

(c) Muprup6ro, terpruipopror, oitltr
Quaestiones 6, 15, 19,20

Aitia occurs only once in the QLtaestiones natlu'ales (20) and it
starts the only causa rvhich is couched as a statement. Unusually
Plutarch gave his reason first and placed ffvror 56 qo.olv second.
Plutarch was similarly chary of words for proof and evidence, and they
are given in evidence of fact in the present indicative rather than furnish
indications for a hypothesis rejected later. Thus tsrcprlptov 5d tilq
oitioq underscores the ox6nsr 6fiin quoestio 19. Quaestio l5 on dif-
ferent soils for barley and wheat is perhaps the best example, since it
comes just after a semi-synonymous pair and is supported by 6d r(t
),6yc"o toritco .24 Quaestio 6, on the effects of mildew on the skin, is par-
ticularly charming. The first causa is attributed to Aqirog and the sec-

ond reflects the thinking of Theophrastus. The picture is of people
walking through low plants shedding dew and the vocabulary fairly
frolics with bouncy light syllables and assonance, particularly nouns
formed in composition with dvo-, which is quite a feat given Plutarch's
well known aversion to hiatus. A third, very short (19 words) statement
follows, anchored by poprupei, which gives the information that over-
rveight people, believing that the rnorning dew helps shed excess
weight. soak their cloaks in it.

(d) Genitive Absolute

Quaestio 5

There is one questio, number 5, within the Quaestiones naturales,
in which a genitive absolute might, like the Latin quae cum ita sunt,
be used to endorse the probability of the prior statement. Quaestio 5

begins with the received opinion on why 'salty'alone of the eight

23 Cf . Quaesr. Rom. 7 (i1 pd.).),ov 6tr 6ei). 62, 80 (ij roi tonov diicr) and 95 (ii
pdl,)"ov 611 6ei); cf . Quaest. Rom.24 where orl 6ei 56 indicates categorical rejection.

2a Cf. Quaest. Ront. 19, 42, 70, 84. 95, 107,and 1 1 1.
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tastes does not come from a fruit or seed and the second offered pos-
sibility is a summation from Aristotle which is also cited in the
QLtaestionurn conviyolitrm libri IX (6218-C). The third carsa cites
Plato by name, and the fourth, which seems to offer further confirm-
ing evidence, begins OUtcoq 6i torltrov dX6vuov followed immedi-
ately by eirc6q dort, clear evidence that Plutarch had fastened upon an
answer.

(e) Ih0uvov
Quaestio 26

Like eircog, rcreuvov oiv 6orr, marks out what is probable ancl
begins a sentence couched as a statement rather than as a question. The
second causa in (luqestio 26 gives Plutarch's opinion on why sick ani-
mals seek out medicinal plants. The answer incorporates material also to
be found at QuaestiontLm cor:iyalium libri 1X 688A and concludes with
a set of semi-synonymous pairs. Eirc6q and nr0uv6v begin and sum up
sections, respectively; contrarily 5r-l)"6v 6ott in Quaestio 7 provides
information within a cousa rather than stating its theme.

(f) Citation of Plato or Socrates

Qucrestiones l, 5. l6

Van der Stocktls, writing about the Quoestiones Romanoe, has stated
that Plutarch read Latin authors for information and not fol illustration
or confinnation. Although such citation is observable within the Quaes-
tiones truturales, Plutarch's practice of using his authorities in helping
him formulate the questions and frame alternative answers would seem
to point towards an earlier date of composition for the Quaestiones na-
ttrrales and also indicate how he could lp.ro fcrcto tse source citation as
signals of his own views. The convergence of Platonic language and
concepts, for example, even if a reference to a specific dialogue cannot
be detected, is probably more likely in a causa which Plutarch credits
than one with which he disagrees.

It might thus be reasonable to posit that certain writers tend to con-
gregate in altematives which Plutarch rejects and others are normally
found in ones which Plutarch condones. For the former, a case has been
outlined for public opinion and the Peripatetics; for the latter, it would
seem illogical that Plutarch would cite Plato and Socrates only to

15 L. VeN oEn Srocrr, op. cit.,p.29l.
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dismiss the topic for which their authority had been sought. Quaestio 5
has already been discussed in this regard. Quaestio I cites oi nepi
Ill,drrrlvu in the n6repoy causq as well as the followers of Anaxagoras
and Democritus as agreeing that plants are animals fixed on earth. This
causa is completed by three semi-synonymous pairs and a sentiment
paralleled at Quaestionum conviyalium libri lX 6278.

Uniquely, Plutarch cited himself as his own authority in Quaestio
16. The rc6rspov causa is exceptionally short and contains the phrase
cbg eipqroprev referring to the argument Plutarch had made about
differing absorption rates by barley and wheat tn Quaestio 15. That
argument would seem to have been Plutarch's own on the basis of
puptupei 6d tQ ),6yor roftrp and thus he should be granted ownership
here.

(g) Citation of Homer or Hesiod

Quaestiottes 5, 19. 20, 2l

So, too, Homer and Hesiod are figures of such immense prestige that
one again expects that citation from their works would be more likely to
appear within a causo which contains Plutarch's choice of alternative.

Quaestio 5 in the fifth causa quotes Odyssey y 322-23 in support of
saltiness as a sub-taste to bitter. Quaestio 20 cites Odyssey XIX 446 on
the fire in a boar's eyes to help explain why camivore tears are salty but
those of herbivores are sweet.

There are exceptions: it Quaestio 19, Iliad XLII279 on how the cow-
ard changes his colour supports the belief of Theophrastus, one which is
rejected later. Causa 4 of Quaestio 2l is merely an etymological note in
which Plutarch demonstrated how Aristotle made use of Homer, here

Iliad IX 539 on why boars have only one testicle. Aside from Homer
and Hesiod, literary quotations would seem to be an indication of a pas-

sage approaching final polish. None of the citations from the poets are in
a causa which can be said to reflect Plutarch's beliefs; so Alcman
(Quaestio 24), Euripides (Quaestiortes 2l and 29), Pindar (Quaestio 19),

and Theognis (Quaestio l9).

(h) Semi-Synonymous Pairs

Anyone who has read even the smallest amount of Plutarch realises
that he relished and enjoyed using near and almost synonymous pairs
of adjectives or nouns, less often verbs and adverbs. Sandbach long
ago noted that the pairs were not evenly distributed over the whole of
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the Quaestiones natureles and he thus concluded that the presence of
pairs "may provide a clue by which some at least of Plutarch's
contributions may be identified26." One might usefully specify fur-
ther that semi-synonymous pairs can be shown (l) to expose
Plutarch's own contribution to postulates which he rejects as well as

(2) add more evidence when some other grammatical indication of
concurrence is already present. Caution should thus be counselled
against considering blithely that semi-synonymous pairs in and of
themselves identify Plutarch's choice. It is likewise observable that
(3) some pairs can be equivalent to genitives of specification without
any further implication, that is, hendiadys, and (4) many pairs when
they are distributed throughout the causae within an individual
qttaestio probably indicate that that quaestio was approaching its
final form.27

The eleven Quaesriones2s for which one might reasonably be able
to identify Plutarch's choice are indicative of the whole. Quaestiones
6 and 20 are unadorred, while Quaestio 5 has a single pair (ye dr6eg
yup roi rolupep6q) within a calrsa which also has cbg ll)"dtcov
einev. The only pair in Quaestio 15 ()"entflq rai d)"uqp&q) is within
a single preserved celtsa, but one which also has proptupei 5e t(r
)"6yco routco. The first causa of Quaestio 25 contains guoiv, and the
second cousahas "H 6ei prl along with the single pair l,u6ptevu roi
Xo.)"cbpevu, which can be construed as an indication of Plutarch's
consent. The Quaestio, however, is so ineptly written 

- 
rrveiv

occurs three times within one sentence 
- 

that one must consider it a

first, cursory draft.
Six Quaestiones (1,3,12,16,19, and 26)have pairs in more than one

causa'.29

26 Op. tit.. p 136. Sandbach specified Quoestiones 2,6. 10. 13, 16, 19,21,23,24,and
26.

27 Similarly literary devices such as alliteration. chiasmus, similes and metaphors
would seem to be indications of that part of the text approachin-e its final polish.

r8 Only thc main thirty-one Quaestiones are considered in this section since it is not
always possible to discern confidently the Greek behind Longolius's Latin and since
eclually Psellus's Greek condensations have deprived one more ofPlutarch's style than of
his thousht.

le One rernains very much aware that a stricter definition of 'semi-synonymous'
would greatly change this tabular summation. Similarly, the two categorios, 't:otiributes
kt clnice rejet'ted'and'.t'inal polish'are not as distinctive or mutually exclusive as one
might wish.
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CONCURRENCE DETECTABLE

2625t916I5t2
,/

contriblttes to
cltoice rejected.

.t''inal polish:

No Senti-syrtonymous Puirs: 6,20

Such a distribution raises the further question whether it is possible to
differentiate tone and intent within a qLruestio which has semi-synony-
mous pairs in more than one c(ntso, since such nuances would be crucial
to determining which sets of pairs signal Plutarch's agreement. One need
go no further than Quaestio 1 for definitive proof. The first causa begins
with 5r' ijv oitiuv and stipulates oi fi€pi ll],urcovu as propagators of
the opinion given. The same causo has one pair which can be considered
hendiadys (€pBpr06q dorr ro,i ye66eg) and a second which helps signal
his choice, dv6Xerv rcui rinepei6srv. The other three c'ausae furnish
Peripatetic views, the last one of which names Aristotle and says parch-
ing heat d(iotqor rai <p0eiper drinking water. This pair not only con-
tributes to the choice rejected, but the second element of the pair speci-
fies the chan-ee cited in the first element.

Quaestio 26, which queries why sick animals seek out medicinal herbs,
provides confirmation of Plutarch's simultaneous use of semi-synony-
mous pairs in different ways. Even the main question has a semi-synony-
mous pair, but a fairly banal one 

- 
(qrei xai 8tcilret. Bland similarly

describes rtvei rcui npood.yetur, the pair in the first calrsa. Within
Plutarch's choice, however, there are three pairs, rather than one, and the
word choice is more suggestive. Contrarily. the second catrsq in 'Why do
herdsmen put clou,n salt?' (Quoestio 3) has three pairs, e0po.pdq roi
pu6troq, ro),),6ou rui ouv66ouoo, and l"enu1 xui do0evqg, and pre-
sumably encapsulates Peripatetic views, althou_eh a precise source has yet
to be identified. The thirdcausct, which begins or6ner 5d pn, is clearly
Plutarch's choice yet it contains only a sinele pair of semi-synonymous
comparatives: yovrpritrepo" rcoi npo0upr6repu.

Quaestio 12, on why oil calms the sea. produces the most evidence:
Aristotle's opinion is left unadorned, and lhe conmtrnis opittio is cited
on light and vision underwater (<p6yyog iolerv xui 6ioyrv), a pair
undermined by the intervening infinitive, while following or6ner 611 pr1

I

I

l
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five pairs. The source of the sentiment expressed in causa 2 to Quaestio
16 is unknown but would not seem to be Plato or any of his known fol-
lowers, while that in causa 4 can be attributed to Theophrastus. Its pairs

thus probably illuminate the choices rejected, but would also seem to

show a high degree of polish since the first pair (pul.ott6pevog rcri

lul"cbpevoq) which emphasises softness and flimsiness seems to be pur-

posely contrasted by a later pair of heaviness, 6uoB&o'rortot ydp eior
roi 6uonupur6pto'tot.

Easily the longest causain any of the Quaestiones is the third one to

Quaestio 19. Its 212 words have or6net near its beginning and ter-
prlptov 5t tfrg oitiog at its conclusion. It is thus not surprising to find

the pair peiv dei tt tcoi q6peo0ut within this causa. Another pair,

nuvoupytg rui 6erv6tqtt, in the second causa adds polish and final
lustre coming just after quotations from Pindar and Theognis.

Ten of the remaining twenty Quaestiones, that is, those where it is not

possible to predict which might have been Plutarch's choice, also have

semi-synonymous pairs:

The pattem detectable within these pairs would seem to confirm that

semi-synonymous pairs as used by Plutarch can serve one or more

functions.
Beyond issues of concurrence, and perhaps as intriguing and informa-

tive, is the glimpse Plutarch's use of the language of consent offers into

his study. The organisation of the Quaestiones naturales is mirrored in
several of his other essays, overtly so in his other Quaestiones, but also

is present in general in his philosophical essays. Whether this language

animates as well other parts of his rich and enormous corpus would be

worth knowing.

IMPOSSIBLE TO DISCERN

8 10 11 13 14 21 23 24 27

contributes to
choice reiected:

final polish: ,/ ,/ r/ ,/ '/ '/

No Senti-synonlmouS pairs: 4,7,9, 17 , 18,22,28,29,30,31


